Can it be stopped?

Background
The purpose of our project was to find out how to stop the
erosion of the hill by our soccer field. We had studied landforms
at the beginning of the year. We learned about how water plays
a big part on how land is formed. One day we were going for a
walk around our school and making observations on what we
saw. On the hill by the soccer field by the playground we
observed erosion. Someone said it looks like the hill is going to
run down to the soccer field. Someone else said we should try
to stop it before we don’t have a soccer field to play on. So we
decided to try to stop it. We decided to make 6 different models
using different materials to to see which one did the best job at
keeping the soil in place.

Which method is most effective in preventing erosion on the
hill surrounding our soccer field?
We talked about why knowing this would be important.
We think:
-If our idea works, then other schools could use the idea also to save their fields or
playground.
-We don’t want our field to be damaged because then we can’t use it.
-We could use rocks, plants, cement, net, sandbags or a pipe to stop it.

Question

Hypothesis
We think that all of our ideas will stop the
erosion but some will work better than
others. We think that cement will work the
best. If we use cement to make a wall at the
bottom of the hill where the dirt meets the
soccer field then the dirt will stop at the wall

because the wall is blocking the dirt from
going to the field.

Prediction
●

By testing the control group and
the different ideas the same way
we will be able to see which idea
had the least amount of erosion.

●

By using the same amount of dirt
and water in each of our test
structures we can measure how
much dirt was eroded to see
which one was the best.

Deﬁnitions/Calculations
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

erosion - noun , the process where the surface of the Earth gets worn down and
moves from one place to another by natural forces such as wind or water.
transported - verb, moved from one place to another.
structure - noun, object constructed from several parts.
variable - noun, anything that can change or be changed.
measure - verb, to calculate the amount of something.
compare - noun, the act of examining things to see if they are similar or different.
control group - the test group that nothing was modified or changed.

Calculations
wet runoff - pan weight = both dirt and water
pan dry runoff - pan weight = erosion
wet runoff - dry soil = water that ran off

Models
●

tin trays

●

dirt 70.00oz.

●

fake sod

●

rocks

●

net

●

straws

●

pvc pipe

●
●

Materials

Test
●

water 14.00oz.

●

water jug with holes poked
on bottom

●

scale

●

notebook for recording data

●

measuring cup

●

container for water

●

funnel

Brick

●

scissors

Ziploc bags(sandwich size)

●

spatulas

Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Gather all the materials needed on the lists.
We went and dug up dirt from the erosion site to actually
see what happened when that dirt was tested.
Fill 7 tin pans with 70.00oz. of dirt.
With a spatula push and compress the dirt up to the blue
lines on side of the pan.
Do this with all 7 pans of dirt.
Tin # 1 is the control. Do not add anything else to the pan.
Tin #2 fill 5 baggies with dirt and place them on the slope
of the hill until they touch the bottom of the pan.
Tin #3 place the cement brick in front of the dirt hill
touching the blue marks on each side of the tin.
Tin #4 place rocks side by side from top of the hill all the
way down to the bottom of the tim.
Tin #5 place the fake sod (grass) on the hill and have it
touch the bottom. Compact it to the dirt.
Wrap the net around the bundle of straws and staple the
net together.
Tin #6 place the net of straws against the hill of dirt
between the two blue lines touching the pan bottom.
Tin #7 place the pipes in and on the dirt like the picture to
the right of this slide.

The different tests we conducted with the different materials.

Procedures for conducting the test
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

For each tin model gather 14oz. of water, the funnel, the jug with holes at the bottom,
the book and bottom tin.
Put book under top of the tin #1 so it is at an angle.
Weigh the tin you will be putting at the bottom of the tin with dirt.
Record what that weight is.
Place that tin under the edge that is touching the table and does not have the dirt.
Hold the jug with holes over the dirt side.
Have someone pour the water into the jug as you hold the jug over the dirt on top of
the hill.
After all the water has come out of the jug like rain, observe what is happening to the
dirt and see if any water and/or dirt starts eroding down the pan past the blue lines
onto the other pan.
Wait 4 minutes for each test after it has stopped raining.
Carefully scrape any dirt or water past the blue line onto the pan below and lift the
original hill pan up and out of the way.
Carefully lift and measure the bottom pan with the dirt and water runoff and weigh it
on the scale and record your findings.
Take the dirt and water runoff outside and let dry for a day and a half.
Bring the trays inside and weigh each one again.
Do the calculations to see how much dirt was eroded off of each test and then
calculate how much water came off calculating the evaporation (see graph calculation
formulas).
Repeat this process for all the materials, 3 times each.
Record your data into a graph to review your results.

Testing

We conducted the
experiment with each
material, the dirt, and water
the exact same way. We
tested rocks, plants, cement,
sticks and nets. We made
observations and recorded
our data to see how they
were different and similar.

Results/Data

After testing each material 3 times the data shows that all the different materials did decrease the amount of
erosion better than not having anything trying to stop it at all. The artificial sod worked the best with the sandbags
and brick close behind. All the materials did allow a good amount of water to run through.

Graphs
Raw Data and
calculations
recorded
from all
experiments.

Graphs
Water weight is the
water that
evaporated from
the wet runoff
(calculated as Wet
Runoff minus Dry
Soil weight).
This is the soil and
water together.

Graphs

Dry Soil is the soil left in pan after the
water evaporated, which is the erosion. As
you can see the materials we used did stop
a lot of it. We noticed that the sod,
sandbags and brick had no or very little
erosion at all.

After the evaporation process we did a
calculation to see how much water ran off.
This is important because we can water the
ﬁeld with it. With there being very little
erosion and a lot of water, we can have a good
soccer ﬁeld to play on without being
damaged.

Conclusion

The results show that our hypothesis was incorrect. We thought that the concrete would stop the erosion the best. Our data
showed that the artificial sod worked the best with the sand bags a close 2nd. The concrete brick was 3rd. We think this
happened because the artificial sod covered the dirt as well as the plastic from the sandbags so the water could get through
without a lot of dirt eroding. The material that allowed the most erosion was the pipes. We think this happened because around
the pipes the dirt was just there like the control test which is how the hill is also. Any water that did not make it in the pipe
started to erode. We have ideas to make the pipe experiment better. We were surprised that there was mostly water that came
down the pipe, which showed it did help with stopping some of the erosion.
We noticed that all the materials we tested did help stop the erosion a little. Using something was better than having nothing at
all. We also noticed that rocks and straws moved downward during the experiment. We noticed that where we didn’t push the
rocks in hard enough the rocks slid down a little. The same happened with the straws and net. Where there was a lot of space
between the straws is where they started to move when the water started moving down.
We were mostly surprised that there was a good amount of water that drained from each of the experiments. This is very good
information because now we can figure out how to use it to water the grass on the soccer field.
The most important thing we learned was that we can slow erosion by using different materials but you can not stop it
completely. We really didn’t think that all the experiment would work as well as they did. During all of the experiments we
were all excited to see the water draining and then getting to see the dirt that was left over after all the water had evaporated. It
was awesome! Based on our experiment we think it is a good idea to have a lot of plants in fields or parks to protect land when it
rains so that the soccer field will be safe from getting ruined by all the dirt from erosion. Even though sand bags, concrete bricks,
rocks and net worked, people could sit on the grass to watch the games.
By doing this we learned that when you have a question you can do experiments to try to answer it. We learned that to have
good data you should test your experiments multiple times. We learned that doing one experiment makes you have a lot more
questions and that you can do more experiments to find those answers. We learned that this is what science is and we love being
scientists.

Considerations
After we did the experiment we had a lot more testable questions and predictions. Here are some things
we want to do.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

We wonder what will happen if we combine some of the materials.
We wonder what other materials than the ones we used can we test.
We wonder how can we let other schools know about this so they can save their soccer fields from
erosion?
If we wait 10 minutes or a half hour after every experiment will it still hold the same amount of
water?
If we make it rain on the same trays with the same experiment the next day will the dirt be really
wet so less water and erosion will come down?
If we add a couple of more layers of rocks and net with straws will it hold more dirt back and will
there still be a lot of water coming through?
We wonder what would happen if we used bigger rocks?
We wonder what would happen if we combined all the materials on hill?
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Draw and Label Phenomenon

Add a Google drawing or take a picture and insert in this slide.
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Phenomenon ideas, set up, and results.

Phenomenon observations
I
I
I
I
I
I

notice that the control had the most dirt on the pan. Ksenia
notice the rocks moved where we didn’t push them down good.Brandon
notice the how hard the dirt felt after we compacted it like a hill.Alyssa
notice the tin bending with the brick.Jameson
notice that water was really clear in the sod experiment. Kellan
notice the sand bags were just piled on top of eachother. It did not look
good. Presley
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Questions
I wonder why…? I wonder if…? I wonder what…? I wonder how…? I wonder what would
happen if…?
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I wonder what would happen if you used all the materials together? Andres
I wonder if we used more pipes would that work better? Andres
I wonder what would happen if made a pool on top of the hill that connected with the pipes?Austin
I wonder how people will make the cement stick to the dirt? Avery
I wonder what will happen if it rains for 2 days? Clark
I wonder if the water will push the sand bags down? Ace
I wonder what would happen if we doubled net and straws?Masie
I wonder if we could do this again but use different materials?Bronsen

More Questions
I wonder why…? I wonder if…? I wonder what…? I wonder how…? I wonder what
would happen if…?
I wonder why the sandbags worked really good if there was space between them ?Preston
I wonder if we did experiments 3 more times each, would the results be the same?Brandon
I wonder if we add double bricks if it would hold longer?Kellan
I wonder how much this will cost to build it around the field?Diego
I wonder what would happen if we poured the water fast?Matteo
I wonder what would happen if one sandbags break ?Barett
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Play to Learn More
Tinker and experiment with materials and equipment you have available to explore
how everything works.

I notice that the rocks and net were not at the blue line for one of the
experiments. Presley
I notice that water was clearest with the sod even though there is dirt under it?
Ksenia
I notice when we poured water some of it got poured on the dictionary.Mckinzie
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Multiple Hypotheses/Predictions (consider every possible
claim you might be able to make once you collect data)
1. Direct Relationship
Increasing the rock size _ will increase the amount of dirt it can hold back.
independent variable selected for testing

dependent variable selected for testing

2. Indirect Relationship
Increasing the amount of different materials will decrease the _chances of erosion from happening._
independent variable selected for testing
dependent variable selected for testing
____________
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3. No Relationship
Increasing how high the jug is off the ground will not change the amount of water that run down the
independent variable selected for testing

dependent variable selected for testing

Thinking more..
Now I wonder why…? Now I wonder if…? Now I wonder what…? Now I wonder
how…? Now I wonder what would happen if…?
Now I wonder why the artificial sod and sandbags worked the best? Ksenia
Now I wonder if we used a lot of materials together will it be really, really strong?Andres
Now I wonder if real grass will have the same results as artificial sod?Clark
Now I wonder how much erosion there would be if we did the same experiments with the same we dirt?Barett
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Now I wonder if we could plant trees and use rocks and artificial sod so people could sit comfortably to
watch the soccer games?Jameson

